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Introduction 
 
Rare book cataloging and archival description are typically thought of as two 
separate fields within special collections scholarship. Cataloging is usually reserved for 
material that will be accessed by its bibliographic information, such as title, author, or 
publication information. Groups of unpublished materials with a single creator or related 
provenance are typically arranged and described collectively, because the materials 
would be almost impossible to find if reduced to individual catalog records. Rare books 
and archival collections are also generally accessed in very different ways. Books are 
accessed individually with the help Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) records and 
archival materials have Encoded Archival Description (EAD) finding aids serving as the 
point of access.  
However, many rare book collections hold materials that are collective in nature 
and that often contain many elements considered inherently archival—annotations, 
ephemera, personal documents, and other such items. With the collective nature of 
certain rare book collections and the addition of elements characteristic of archival 
materials, the description of these types of collections becomes more complicated. From 
the researcher’s perspective, these books and collections take on archival characteristics. 
For their users, a MARC record for a single book struggles to convey its context, that is 
its relationship to the collection as a larger whole and, in the cases of some materials, the 
unique archival features found within the specific item. 
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 This paper is interested in description standards for rare books that encroach upon 
the realm of archival material. While a fair amount of scholarship has been devoted to 
one such type of rare book collection—the personal libraries of writers—this paper 
construes the archival rare book collection as a much wider concept. The “archival” rare 
book collection is not just limited to personal libraries, it also includes collections of 
books and other materials with the same provenance, collections of books that have a 
more significant research value as a collection than as individual pieces, and collections 
of books that have significant research value both as a collection and as individual 
components. This paper will examine practices in description of these types of rare book 
collections at two different Association of Research Libraries (ARL) institutions—Duke 
University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, giving a broader picture 
of both past and current practice in description of archival rare book collections and 
comparing these practices to the research that has already been done. 
Literature Review 
 
While scholarly interest in books as collections has grown significantly over the 
last twenty or so years, with scholarship in popular culture becoming more accepted and 
increased interest in the materials that shape the creators of literary works, the literature 
on these types of materials remains rather limited and focuses mostly on a single type of 
book collection with archival elements—the personal library of a writer. This literature 
review will focus first on defining what an archival book collection is, then on the 
considerations that must be made when describing these types of collections, and finally 
on the general state of how these collections have been described. This is done in hopes 
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of broadening the scholarship and shedding light on descriptive practices for many 
different types of rare book collections that are archival in nature. 
Defining the “archival” rare book collection 
An archival collection can be described as a set of records, which is to say, 
“piece[s] of information that ha[ve] been captured on some fixed medium […] and that 
has been created and is used to remember events or information or to provide 
accountability for decisions or actions.”1 In many ways, a collection of books, or even a 
single book, could be considered a set of records that have been captured. A book may 
include the autograph of several owners; it may contain notes in multiple hands that 
grapple with the text; it may have a note jotted on a blank page in an attempt to remember 
a past event. MARC records are able to capture this sort of “archival” information, but 
the manner in which they do so often varies widely by institution according to legacy and 
current cataloging practices. 
In a 2011 article, Katherine M. Wisser pinpoints the tension between the archival 
and the rare book, writing that “[p]otential arguments about the differences encompass 
issues surrounding books versus manuscript materials, items versus collections, and an 
emphasis on artifactual description versus content and context description.”2 Wisser, 
however, argues, that it is better to consider the similarities between the two fields to 
improve description practices and improve discoverability.3 For Wisser, “archival” means 
that the materials have been “created organically as people move through their lives,” and 
                                                
1 Laura A. Millar, Archives: principles and practices, New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 2010, 3. 
2 Katherine M. Wisser, “Archival Cataloging and the Archival Sensibility,” in RBM: A Journal of Rare 
Books, Manuscripts, and Cultural Heritage (2011), 34-40, 34. 
3 Ibid. 
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that archival description is “primarily based on abstraction and focuses on the content 
more so than the artifact.”4 She notes the importance of context in rare book cataloging as 
a way to more completely describe an artifact, though Wisser seems to limit the context 
of a rare book to its “bibliographic history.”5 The materials at the heart of this inquiry 
have what Wisser describes as an archival context, one that has been created 
“organically,” as an author reads a book, records impressions in the margins, folds a page 
with an important concept, gathers a news clipping with some bearing on the material, or 
leaves a personal photograph or letter as a bookmark, so adding a new layer of context 
and meaning to the artifact.  
A second type of “archival” rare book collection is a personal collection with a 
specific focus. When a single person collects printed materials, this person is the creator 
of a body of related materials. These types of collections are common in research 
libraries, as the collector often sells or donates his or her materials so that a larger body of 
researchers can access them. Differently from a personal working library, these materials 
may not necessarily have traces of the creator, but rather serve as evidence of the 
creator’s interests and personal research. This is not to say that these archival traces do 
not exist in this type of collection, but rather that the traces may be from a myriad of 
owners. In this type of collection, each item is collected purposefully, and the collection 
itself, as well as the items within it, tell a story. There is great value both at the 
collection-level and at the item-level and maintaining the link from item to the greater 
whole is extremely important. 
                                                
4 Ibid., 37-38. 
5 Ibid., 39. 
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A third type of “archival” collection is a collection of related materials. These 
materials are not necessarily collected by a single person, but rather gathered over a 
longer period of time on behalf of the collecting body. These types of collections tend to 
be more of a grouping of items by form, subject, or genre, and the collections provide in-
depth insight into their particular area of focus. Examples would be collections of early 
manuscripts or printed books, collections of comics or zines, or collections of materials 
with fine bindings. For a researcher interested in the broader picture, identifying the 
larger collection of materials can be very important. Sometimes collections like these are 
described as part of the larger context with EAD description standards in a finding aid. 
Other times, MARC records are created for the individual items and can be linked to the 
collection of related materials. This varies by institution and by type of item. Printed 
materials such as comics or zines may lack typical information such as title, author, or 
publication date and the items would remain buried in the online catalog with limited 
access points, therefore benefitting from archival arrangement and description. Other 
printed materials may be better suited for descriptions as items, while maintaining the 
link to other complementary materials through MARC. 
Cataloging considerations for archival rare book collections 
In her 1996 article “Finding the Forest Among the Trees,” Margaret F. Nichols 
makes an important point with respect to changing scholarship trends and the turn 
towards popular literature and looking more at the context of the book, rather than just at 
the book itself. She writes:  
The traditional catalog record which emphasizes the author as main entry is of 
little use when scholars are looking for popular materials by little-known or 
unidentified authors. A title may be equally unhelpful to the researcher who is 
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looking for popular materials in a particular genre, not for any specific individual 
work.6  
 
While the use of subject headings and genre headings has increased significantly since 
1996, the problem is still relevant today. In fact, rare book collections today often have 
specialized collections that have significant collective value compared to the value of the 
individual titles, such as collections of comics, zines, mass market paperbacks, popular 
fiction, or political pamphlets. In these types of collections, the books have a high 
research value as a collection, but can often only be accessed by an individual record with 
their larger context obscured and difficult to access. 
 A similar problem arises when cataloging the personal library of an author. 
Richard Oram describes an author’s personal library as “fundamentally an intellectual 
construct,” and incredibly useful to scholars studying the creator.7 Described in this way, 
a personal library is inherently archival, an intellectual body of evidence meriting study 
of both the collection itself as well as any annotations or traces showing how it was used. 
Oram argues that “heavily annotated books impinge upon the territory of manuscripts,”8 
but many view books that enter alongside archival collections as “poor country cousins”9 
to the true manuscript material. In this sense, there is significant research value in the 
collective personal library; title access is important, but the books are unique in their 
provenance and archival characteristics, not necessarily particularly valuable or rare on 
their own. Giving access to the context of the individual items is extremely important in 
                                                
6 Margaret F. Nichols, “Finding the Forest Among the Trees,” in Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, 
23:1 (1996), 53-71, DOI: 10.1300/J104v23n01_05, 56. 
7 Richard W. Oram, “Writers’ Libraries: Historical Overview and Curatorial Considerations,” Collecting, 
Curating, and Researching Writers’ Libraries: A Handbook, ed. Richard W. Oram and Joseph Nicholson, 
Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2014, 1. 
8 Ibid., 17. 
9 Ibid., 22. 
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this scenario as well, given the value of the collective nature of items within a personal 
library.  
 Because these types of collections deal with both item- and collection-level 
research values, the question of description is a complex one. In Margaret F. Nichols’ 
article, the approach taken for a complicated hybrid collection was the use of collection-
level cataloging. This approach, according to Nichols, “allows one to convey the 
significance of a group of items which might not be significant individually; and its 
flexibility and ample subject access allow for more effective description of the collection 
than a series of individual brief records would provide.”10 She continues to add that with 
a collection-level approach the “shape and character of a collection [is] so vast that item-
level cataloging would make it impossible to see the forest for the trees.”11 Nichols’ 
approach does not, however, address the value of the materials as individual items in 
addition to their collective value, perhaps obscuring individual titles that may be of 
interest to researchers. 
Joseph Nicholson places the difficulty in dealing with personal libraries in the 
“hybrid identity that incorporates aspects of both archival collections and books.”12 He 
goes on to add an important consideration: “[e]ven when private libraries exhibit few 
markings and contain little ephemera, they also possess, in addition to the meaning 
inherent in the texts that comprise them, a layer of provenance-related meaning 
commonly found in other archival collections by virtue of having been owned and used 
                                                
10 Nichols, “Finding the Forest,” 61. 
11 Ibid., 63. 
12 Joseph Nicholson, “Cataloging Writers’ Private Libraries,” Collecting, Curating, and Researching 
Writers’ Libraries: A Handbook, ed. Richard W. Oram and Joseph Nicholson, Lanham: Rowman and 
Littlefield, 2014, 29. 
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by a well-known writer.”13 Nicholson goes on to note that private libraries were not taken 
as seriously as the manuscript portions of the collection, often neglected and ignored, 
placed in boxes and obscured.14 Now, with high scholarly interest in the intellectual body 
of the library, these books can move out of the dust of archival boxes and be made 
accessible to scholars by careful cataloging. What Nicholson feels is problematic, 
however, is leaving the contents of the library buried in the finding aid for the related 
personal papers (in the case that these are held by the institution). He argues that while 
“this may make sense from an archival perspective,” it has “the effect of obscuring the 
importance of libraries and making them less visible to the public.”15 Relying on the 
finding aid for access is not enough, despite the archival nature of these rare book 
collections. For Nicholson, “[u]sing finding aids as the sole descriptive strategy” for 
books related to manuscript collections is ineffective, because many patrons think of this 
sort of collection as something to be found with other books in the online catalog.16  
Current description practices for archival rare book collections 
Cataloging practices for these types of archival, or “hybrid” collections vary 
widely by institution. In his work, Nicholson notes what he feels is important in terms of 
describing such collections: a “supple, imaginative cataloging approach that is as 
informed by archival practices and procedures as it is by the tradition of book 
cataloging.”  Because no standards are in place, this hybrid and “imaginative” cataloging 
approach that Nicholson describes is rather elusive. In fact, in Nicholson’s own 2010 
                                                
13 Ibid., 30. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid., 46 
16 Ibid. 
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study of processing techniques for personal libraries of creative writers in ARL libraries, 
the great variance in description is highlighted.  
Nicholson’s 2010 study surveyed a number of ARL institutions, of which 35 had 
holdings that included personal libraries of creative writers. Nicholson intended for the 
survey to help him gain “an understanding of the prevalence of personal libraries at ARL 
institutions and a general sense of the procedures used in the technical processing of 
them, from arrangement and description to the representation of the personal libraries in 
OPACs and library Web sites.”17 The study looked at practices generally, with Nicholson 
grouping his findings into nine areas: “1) shelving practices; 2) classification schemes 
used to arrange books; 3) methods used to make libraries visible to users in the library 
OPAC and on library websites; 4) OPAC home location codes assigned to personal 
library books; 5) MARC fields employed in cataloging; 6) the recording of the presence 
of annotations; 7) distinguishing copies of the same editions of books found in authors’ 
libraries and in libraries’ general collections; 8) the storage of ephemera; and 9) the 
existence of departmental cataloging procedures.”18 
Nicholson’s study reveals a great deal about the general practices of ARL 
institutions in regard to the technical processing of these personal libraries. About half of 
the institutions kept the personal libraries shelved together and half used a Library of 
Congress classification scheme.19 This means that while a large number of institutions 
kept the personal libraries shelved together, many integrate the individual books into the 
                                                
17 Joseph R. Nicholson, “Making Personal Libraries More Public: A Study of the Technical Processing of 
Personal Libraries in ARL Institutions,” in RBM: A Journal of Rare Books, Manuscripts, and Cultural 
Heritage (2010), 106-133, 112. 
18 Ibid., 113. 
19 Ibid., 114-115. 
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general stacks according to Library of Congress classification, relying on other 
processing techniques to bring the library contents together intellectually. Interestingly, 
Nicholson found that 41.2% of the institutions only used bibliographic records to make 
the libraries visible, and that another 41.2% used both cataloging records and a finding 
aid.20 Only 32.4 % of the institutions used a distinctive OPAC home location for the 
materials, with the remainder of the institutions choosing to use a general special 
collections code.21 This means that in some cases books are grouped by a collection name 
location in the OPAC, while in others the books are not given a collection name location. 
The lack of a collection name location in the OPAC does not, however, mean that the 
collection is not named, or that it is intershelved among general collections, it could very 
well be shelved separately from general collections.  
The MARC fields used to describe these materials varied widely, with the 590 
local note field being the most-used field for describing the archival components such as 
annotations or ephemera. Very few institutions used 655 index term fields to describe 
these archival elements.22 The 655 fields typically use controlled vocabularies such as the 
RBMS or AAT controlled vocabularies that allow for indexed headings for terms that 
relate to genre, provenance, binding, printing, etc. These subject headings could be used 
to provide access to, for example, all books in a personal library that contain annotations. 
Almost all institutions recorded information about annotations in the materials, but again 
varied widely in their recording practices.23 In terms of ephemera, many institutions 
                                                
20 Ibid., 115. 
21 Ibid., 116. 
22 Ibid., 117. 
23 Ibid., 119. 
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removed it from the books, sometimes putting it in a file, other times sending it to the 
personal papers of the writer if they were also held by the institution.24 Nicholson 
describes this wide array of practices to be “in some sense unsurprising.”25 His findings 
show that many ARL institutions seem to be treating personal libraries “archivally as 
well as bibliographically.”26  
Research Question 
 
While Nicholson’s study reveals how collections of rare books with archival 
elements have been technically processed in a general sense, his study does not make 
clear the totality of practices and how this might vary from institution to institution. This 
paper seeks to fill this gap, building on Nicholson’s work and showing the full picture of 
how personal libraries and other collections of rare books with many archival elements 
are processed. The question that drives this paper is: How do past and current description 
practices for “archival” rare book collections in two ARL libraries in North Carolina 
compare to the way recent scholarship has proposed these types of collections be 
described? In looking at the entirety of processing techniques applied to these types of 
collections, this paper will develop a better picture of how these collections are made 
visible. 
Methodology 
This paper seeks to discover exactly what the current and past description 
practices for archival rare book collections are in the Rare Book Collection at the 
                                                
24 Ibid., 120-121. 
25 Ibid., 123. 
26 Ibid., 128. 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and in the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book 
& Manuscript Library at Duke University. It will consider three different types of 
collections: 1) the personal libraries of writers; 2) personal (research) collections; and 3) 
large collections of related materials. The collections to be considered at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill are: the Archie Green Collection, the C.S. Lewis 
Collection, the Walker Percy Collection, and the Incunabula Collection. At Duke, the 
following collections will be considered: the Artists’ books by women collection, the 
Lisa Unger Baskin Collection, the Francis Warrington Dawson II Collection, and the Paul 
Hamilton Hayne Collection. These collections represent a variety of description practices 
at different periods of time and are examples of each of the three types of archival rare 
book collections to be considered here.  
Data Collection 
 Using these collections, this paper will look at the descriptions of the materials 
and perform a qualitative comparative content analysis to answer the questions of what is 
currently being done with these collections and to what effect.27 By examining the 
manifest content, or the “visible, surface content,” the MARC fields, for these hybrid 
collections, this paper will offer a qualitative comparative analysis of the selected 
records.28 For each collection, the MARC fields used to represent archival elements will 
be recorded and analyzed. Because manifest content is “observable and countable,” the 
presence of MARC fields will be straightforward to note for each collection.29 For each 
                                                
27 Earl Babbie, The practice of social research. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 2013, 332. 
28 Ibid., 336. 
29 Barbara Wildemuth, Applications of Social Research Methods to Questions in Information and Library 
Science, Westport: Libraries Unlimited, 2009, 298. 
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collection, twenty MARC records will be selected at random for observation, with the 
project analyzing data from 160 MARC records in total. 
Data Analysis 
 Once the data is gathered for each collection, I will look at it both on a collection-
by-collection basis, by type of archival rare book collection (personal library, large 
collection of related materials, specialized collection), on an institutional basis, and at the 
data as a whole. This will give a broader picture of how archival rare book collections 
have been processed as independent occurrences, how this processing can vary per 
institution, and how the data can be understood as a whole. This will also allow insight 
into the description needs of the three different types of archival rare book collections. 
 In terms of evaluation, obtaining a list of MARC fields present in each collection 
that help to describe the “archival” nature of the rare book collection will be the mark of 
successful research. Being able to see exactly what combination of descriptive features 
are used in each collection to describe its unique characteristics will give much insight 
into past and current description standards and practices for archival rare book 
collections.  
Using MARC to Describe Collections of Rare Books 
 This section will look closely at how two ARL universities, Duke University and 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, have described collections of rare books 
in the past and how they are currently being described. For this particular study, three 
different types of collections with archival elements will be considered: 1) the personal 
libraries of creative writers; 2) the libraries of scholars that portray both personal and 
scholarly interests; and 3) collections of related materials that may continue to grow as 
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new pieces are added. Each of these three types of collections poses an interesting 
problem for researchers: how do you find the whole collection and how do you find its 
pieces? Because these types of collections have different types of research values, a 
MARC record must reflect both its collective research value, as well as its individual, 
reflecting both the overarching archival nature of the collection, as well as of its 
components.  
This section will consider examples of each of these types of collections from 
these two universities, seeking to gain a more specific picture of how these archival 
attributes are currently recorded, as well as how they have been recorded in the past. This 
will help both catalogers and special collections research librarians to help patrons 
effectively locate materials they need, whether they are looking for a singular item or a 
contextual overview. This paper will look at the following collections: the personal 
libraries of Paul Hamilton Hayne (Duke), C.S. Lewis (UNC), Walker Percy (UNC), and 
Francis Warrington Dawson II (Duke); the personal collections of Lisa Unger Baskin 
(Duke) and Archie Green (UNC); and two collections of related materials, artist’s books 
by women (Duke) and incunabula (UNC). Represented among these collections are both 
legacy and current cataloging standards, showing a range of possibilities for marking 
archival elements of rare books. This paper will not focus on the effectiveness of these 
methods in depth,30 but rather on exactly how these materials are described in order to 
highlight current and past methods of describing archival elements through MARC. This 
section will examine individual record examples and the next section (Discussion) will 
look at the results of the analysis of the complete body of MARC data. 
                                                
30 This would be an excellent study to pursue, but would require more time and space than this particular 
paper has. 
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Personal Writers’ Libraries 
 Books from the personal libraries of creative writers Paul Hamilton Hayne, C.S. 
Lewis, Walker Percy, and Francis Warrington Dawson II begin to “impinge,” as Richard 
W. Oram puts it, on the archival, as many are filled with annotations, ephemera, personal 
memorabilia, and more. Because of this, these books have several different research 
values. There is value in the original text as an object. Value also lies in the archival 
elements—the annotations, marks of ownership, signs of usage; and there is also value in 
the collection as a whole. Examining the library of an author shows, for example, what 
body of material might have served as inspiration for a particular novel or poem. These 
many aspects require description in order for a researcher to be able to discover and use 
both the individual items and the collection. 
Paul Hamilton Hayne Collection 
 The Paul Hamilton Hayne Library came to Duke in 1929 and holds over 1800 
items.31 In his introduction to the checklist of the library contents, Richard C. Pettigrew, a 
member of the faculty of the Department of English at Duke in 1930, writes that the 
Hayne library is surprisingly large and important for a man in Hayne’s financial 
condition to have carried on in the Reconstruction Period. It gives an interesting 
and informative insight into the taste and attitudes of a literary gentleman of the 
Old South in the days when the Old South was gradually transforming into the 
New South which we know today.32 
 
Hayne was a poet, editor, and critic, and his large personal library is filled with materials 
that bear witness to moments in his life, his literary insights, and his ownership. While 
the collection was originally given call numbers that began with “H” and was likely 
shelved in the same location, with Duke’s transition to Library of Congress call numbers, 
                                                
31 Duke University Library, Checklist of the Paul Hamilton Hayne Library, Durham: Duke University 
Library, 1930, 3. 
32 Ibid., 6. 
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it becomes more difficult to locate the items in Hayne’s library via the online catalog. 
Some records can be located with the help of a 690 field. These 690 fields are local 
subject entries and allow for quick identification of any items that show marks of 
Hayne’s ownership, such as a bookplate or an autograph. Books that do not have these 
marks are almost impossible to find without the checklist that was published in 1930. 
 Though a larger body of MARC records was analyzed,33 it will be most helpful to 
look at one record in depth for an item that contains many archival features. An excellent 
example to consider is Hayne’s copy of Louis Figuier’s The to-morrow of death, 
published in 1872. 
 
                                                
33 Note that this sample was only taken from records that had note of provenance of the Hayne Collection 
in the records. Other records could be identified from the checklist, but they lack the cataloging of archival 
elements and would not be helpful in learning about cataloging practice. The complete results of this 
sampling are compiled in the discussion of the results. 
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Figure 1. Title page of Hayne’s 1872 edition of The to-morrow of death, Paul Hamilton 
Hayne Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke 
University. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Front free endpapers of Hayne’s 1872 edition of The to-morrow of death, Paul 
Hamilton Hayne Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, 
Duke University. 
 
From a physical examination of the piece alone, one notices many traces of Hayne and 
how he used the piece. He has signed and dated the work, and heavily annotated the 
endpapers with his impressions, thoughts, and questions. Though the original text holds 
some value as a printed work, there is much research value in the manuscript annotations 
of Paul Hamilton Hayne.  
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The way in which these traces are recorded and made discoverable and accessible 
to researchers in a MARC record has changed over time and the record for this particular 
piece shows just that: 
FMT BK 
LDR      cam  2200277I  4500 
001 001164297 
005 20050128153712.0 
008 751006s1872    xx            000 0 fre   
010 |a 31025312 
035 |a 01677800 
040 |a DLC |c SOI |d m/c |d NDD 
0411 |a engfre 
0491 |a NDDB 
0500 |a BT901 |b .F45 1872 
05097 |a BT901 |b .F45 1872 
092 |a 236.2 |b F476Ec, 1872 
099 1 |a H |a 237 |a F575 
1001 |a Figuier, Louis, |d 1819-1894. 
24514 |a The tomorrow of death; |b or, The future life according to science. |c By Louis Figuier. Translated from the French by S. R. Crocker. 
260 |a Boston, |b Roberts brothers, |c 1872. 
300 |a viii, 395 p. |b illus. |c 18 cm. 
5831 |3 Rubenstein Library copy |a former call number: H 237 F575 
650 0 |a Future life. 
650 0 |a Cosmology. 
650 0 |a Transmigration. 
690 |a Provenance |x Hayne, Paul Hamilton, 1830-1886. 
7001 |a Crocker, S. R. 
987 |f 12mo 
SRC |a DUK01 |b bib.20040628.p.ab 
DRA |a AKH-2161 
LTI |a LTI 12/21/2006 
OCL |a NDD |b 20051111 
SYS 001164297 
Figure 3. MARC record for Hayne’s 1872 edition of The to-morrow of death, Paul 
Hamilton Hayne Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, 
Duke University. 
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For this particular piece, the links back to the particular archival features and to the 
context of the larger collection are few. The 099 and 583 fields show the former call 
number that identified it as a part of the larger Hayne collection, but these fields are 
difficult to search given the common occurrence of “h” as a part of call numbers. The 
manuscript annotations, autograph of Hayne, and other archival features are denoted by 
the 690 field. Here it is used as a local subject heading for provenance, and lists Hayne as 
the former owner. This heading does not really allow for more nuance than previous 
ownership, but at least marks it for the possibility of the presence of archival features. 
This heading also allows for any other items with physical traces of Hayne’s ownership 
to be easily located, but for the items that do not have these traces that “impinge” upon 
the archival, that link is lost. 
Francis Warrington Dawson II Collection 
 The materials of Francis Warrington Dawson II (Warrington Dawson) came to 
Duke over a period of years between 1950 and 1988. Along with his personal papers 
were a number of volumes from his personal library that were transferred from the 
manuscripts department to what at the time was known as the Rare Book Room.34 
Dawson was an editor and novelist and many of his published novels were included in 
the papers, along with works from his family library, many of which contain annotations 
and ephemera. The items from Dawson’s personal library were able to be identified with 
a search for items that included “Dawson” in the former call number field. A particularly 
interesting piece that shows they typical cataloging done for the Dawson collection is 
Romance: a novel, by Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Hueffer, published in 1923.  
                                                
34 Email message to author, March 7, 2017. 
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Figure 4. Front pastedown with Warrington Dawson’s bookplate and front free endpaper 
with presentation inscription from Joseph Conrad to Warrington Dawson. Romance: a 
novel, 1923, Francis Warrington Dawson II Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book 
& Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
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Figure 5. Title page with annotations by Dawson and laid-in note with some of Dawson’s 
thoughts on the work. Romance: a novel, 1923, Francis Warrington Dawson II 
Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
 
 
Figure 6. Pasted in description of the text written by Warrington Dawson. Romance: a 
novel, 1923, Francis Warrington Dawson II Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book 
& Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
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This particular volume is host to a number of archival elements that add to its value and 
meaning. Joseph Conrad was a good friend of Warrington Dawson, and the presentation 
inscription points to this. It alludes to a deep personal conversation that impacted both of 
them and their work. Warrington’s notes on the piece show his engagement with it and 
his bookplate and annotations are traces of his ownership that remain with the piece. 
Considering the MARC record for this piece will give insight into how these types of 
elements have been described. 
FMT BK 
LDR      cam  2200313Ia 4500 
001 000472410 
005 20060501104443.0 
008 900912s1923    enk           000 1 eng d 
035 |a 07954879 
040 |a IUL |c IUL |d OCL |d m/c |d NDD 
05097 |a PR6005.O4 |b R7 1923 
090 |a PR6005.O4 |b R7 1923 
1001 |a Conrad, Joseph, |d 1857-1924. 
24510 |a Romance |b a novel |c by Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Hueffer. 
260 |a London ; |a New York : |b Thomas Nelson & Sons, |c [1923] 
300 |a [6], 3-479 p. ; |c 16 cm. 
4901 |a Nelson's 1/6 novels 
500 |a Date of publication from Harvey, A11c. 
500 |a Later printing of the second English edition; Harvey, A11c; Cagle typescript, A9a. 
500 |a Publisher's ads [1] p. at end. 
5831 |3 Rubenstein Library copy |a former call number: Dawson C754RA 
690 |a Provenance |x Conrad, Joseph, 1857-1924. 
690 |a Provenance |x Dawson, Warrington, 1878-1962 |x Bookplate. 
690 |a Collaborative literature. 
7001 |a Ford, Ford Madox, |d 1873-1939. 
830 0 |a Nelson's 1/6 novels. 
987 |f 12mo 
SRC |a DUK01 |b bib.20040628.p.aa 
DRA |a ABV-9509 
LTI |a LTI 01/05/2008 
LTI |a LTI 04/05/2008 
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LTI |a LTI 07/08/2008 
LTI |a LTI 10/11/2008 
LTI |a LTI 07/05/2009 
LTI |a LTI 04/09/2007 
LTI |a LTI 12/21/2006 
OCL |a NDD |b 20051111 
SYS 000472410 
  
Figure 7. MARC record for Dawson’s copy of Romance: a novel, 1923, Francis 
Warrington Dawson II Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript 
Library, Duke University. 
 
 Much like the MARC records for the Hayne collection, this record also makes use 
of the 583 and 690 fields for some of the archival elements. The 583 shows the former 
call number and maintains the link between this item and all of the other items in the 
Dawson collection, providing evidence of the broader context and body of the personal 
library as a whole. The 690 fields function primarily here as markers of provenance, 
noting a link to Joseph Conrad and to Warrington Dawson, as well as to the presence of 
Dawson’s bookplate. The annotations and notes inserted by Dawson are not noted 
separately, but rather generally grouped into the 690 noting the provenance link to 
Dawson. The description of archival elements in the use of these fields is broad rather 
than specific, but does maintain the link to the greater research body of Dawson 
materials. 
C.S. Lewis Collection 
 The C.S. Lewis Collection came to the Rare Book Collection at UNC through 
Walter Hooper, secretary to Lewis and a UNC alum. The volumes held represent only a 
portion of Lewis’s library, as a significant portion of Lewis’s library is housed in the 
Wade Center at Wheaton, and other parts are scattered among private owners and other 
libraries. Many items in the collection contain the annotations or insertions of C.S. Lewis, 
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giving insight into the works that inspired his writing and his engagement with these 
works.  
 Looking at the record for Lewis’s 1928 edition of La chanson de Roland gives a 
good example of the cataloging practices for this collection and shows how the archival 
elements are described. The Lewis collection has Library of Congress Classification, but 
it is given a specific location in the OPAC that marks the individual items as part of the 
collection. Three different 590 local notes are used to identify the piece as part of Lewis’s 
personal library and two of the 590s note the presence of Lewis’s annotations, describing 
the archival elements in the item itself. A 655 for annotations is used as a marker of this 
archival feature as well. Finally, an uncontrolled 740 field has been added with the title 
“C.S. Lewis Collection,” which is effective in gathering all of the items in the collection 
by clicking through the title field.  
LEADER 00000cam a2200337Ii 4500  
001    2100759  
005    19810313000000.0  
008    760408s1928    fr            000 0 fre d  
040    PAU|cPAU|dm.c.|dNOC  
041 0  frofre  
130 0  Chanson de Roland.  
245 13 La chanson de Roland /|cpubliée d'après le manuscrit  
       d'Oxford et traduite par Joseph Bédier.  
260    Paris :|bL'édition d'art, H. Piazza,|c1928.  
300    xiv, 351 p. ;|c19 cm.  
500    "Soixante-huitième édition."  
500    "Notes critiques": p. [335]-351.  
500    Text and translation in modern French prose on opposite  
       pages.  
590    RBC PQ1517 .B4 1928 c. 1: C. S. Lewis' copy, with his  
       annotations.  
590    RBC copy: Library of C.S. Lewis. His annotations. Copying  
       is prohibited without permission.  
590    Part of the C. S. Lewis Collection.  
655  7 Annotations (Provenance)|zGreat Britain|y20th century. 
       |2rbprov  
700 1  Bédier, Joseph,|d1864-1938.  
740 0  C. S. Lewis Collection.  
907    .b13653271  
915    |9Baseline 09_2016|9Under Authority Control  
919    590 Touched / wkg  
935    ABK-9594  
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Figure 8. MARC record for La chanson de Roland. C.S. Lewis Collection, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
Walker Percy Collection 
 The Walker Percy Collection at UNC was purchased in 1999 and his library is 
held by the Rare Book Collection, with Percy’s personal papers becoming part of the 
Southern Historical Collection. Percy’s personal working library is almost complete (the 
rarer items were sold separately) and is filled with annotations and ephemera in a large 
number of the items. The Percy collection materials impinge heavily on manuscripts as 
Percy filled many of the books in his personal library with annotations, engaging 
significantly with the texts. 
 The Percy collection is cataloged similarly to the C.S. Lewis Collection in the 
way that it describes the archival elements of the collection, as well as the link to the 
greater personal library. The collection has both a specific location in the OPAC and uses 
a local call number system with each number beginning with “Percy” followed by a 
sequential number. A 590 is used to describe the piece in hand, generally describing the 
archival elements present—bookplates, annotations, autographs, etc. A second 590 states 
that the item belongs to the Walker Percy Collection. Finally, the collection is given a 
varying title with an uncontrolled 740 field, with every item given this same title to link it 
to the personal library as a whole. 
LEADER 00000cam a2200241I  4500  
001    910028  
005    19910905134436.1  
008    910227s1951    nyuac         001 0beng    
010       51011710  
040    DLC|cNTN|dm.c.|dOCL|dSER  
050 0  PR6023.A93|bZ58  
082    928.2  
099  9 Percy|a330   
100 1  Bynner, Witter,|d1881-1968.  
245 10 Journey with genius;|brecollections and reflections  
       concerning the D.H. Lawrences/|cby Witter Bynner.  
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260    New York,|bJohn Day Co.|c[1951]  
300    xv, 361 p.|billus., ports.|c22 cm.  
590    RBC Percy Library copy: Hardbound; bookplate, annotations, 
       and autograph of Walker Percy dated "Covington, 1951."   
       Copying is prohibited.  
590    Part of the Walker Percy Collection.  
600 10 Lawrence, D. H.|q(David Herbert),|d1885-1930.  
600 10 Lawrence, Frieda,|d1879-1956.  
740 0  Walker Percy Collection.  
907    .b12049682  
915    |9Baseline 09_2016|9Under Authority Control  
935    AAU-7211  
Figure 9. MARC record for Journey with genius. Walker Percy Collection, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
Personal (Research) Collections 
 The second type of collection that has archival elements are personal collections 
of related materials. Researchers or collectors will often collect in a certain theme or 
genre, creating their own personal research body or unified collection. These types of 
collections can end up in special collections libraries and the materials and both the 
individual items in the collection and the collection as a whole tend to have high research 
value. These types of collections are somewhat different than personal libraries of 
creative writers because the archival elements such as annotations or ephemera added by 
the creative writer are not the focus, but rather the materials themselves. This is not to say 
that these elements do not exist or are not important in personal collections, but that these 
elements are not shared by all items in the collection. What is shared in personal 
collections is a deliberate inclusion by the collector, and when the collection is 
considered more broadly, much can be learned from the information it provides, in 
addition to the information provided by the various pieces of the collection. 
 This section limits itself to two such recently cataloged collections at Duke and 
UNC. UNC’s Archie Green Collection houses a lifetime of Green’s careful research and 
collecting in areas such as labor songs, hobos, and socialism, particularly of lesser known 
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materials. Duke’s recently acquired Lisa Unger Baskin Collection is currently undergoing 
cataloging and Baskin’s collection documents “the ways that women have been 
productive, creative, and socially engaged over more than five hundred years.”35 Her 
collection is filled with well-known and lesser-known works around a common theme of 
women at work. Both of these collections are filled with individual items of great 
research value, but when considered as whole collections, they also have significant 
value. It is therefore extremely important for a MARC record to be able to convey the 
collective nature of the individual pieces, much like a finding aid describes large bodies 
of material by a single creator. 
Archie Green Collection 
 The Archie Green Collection was donated to UNC by Archie Green in 1989 and 
came in over a period of years. At the same time that Green donated his personal papers 
to the Southern Folklife Collection that documented a lifetime of personal research, he 
donated the volumes he had collected as a part of this research to the Rare Book 
Collection. The printed materials are thus inherently linked to the greater archival 
holdings of Green’s personal papers and can be researched as individual items, as a larger 
personal collection, and as an even larger collection of printed and manuscript material. 
Looking at a couple records from the MARC records surveyed for this collection will 
show how the MARC format is used to make sure the collective archival aspects of this 
collection are maintained.  
 Looking at the records for two works, Everybody sings (1951) and Songs of the 
workers (1921), there are a number of ways in which the records try to maintain the link 
                                                
35 “Lisa Unger Baskin Collection,” Duke University Libraries, accessed October 16, 2017, 
https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/bingham/lisa-unger-baskin. 
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between the items, the collection as a whole, and the manuscript materials housed in the 
Southern Folklife Collection. All materials in the Green collection have a local call 
number that begins with “Green” followed by a number in sequence. This call number 
allows all items in the collection to be retrieved via a call number search in the online 
catalog. However, because a number of items in other libraries have Green in their call 
number (e.g. juvenile works by John Green), the search must be restricted to the Rare 
Book Collection. For a researcher interested in the body of material collected by Archie 
Green, this system allows for the materials to be gathered together with ease with a 
restricted search.  
 These records also employ a 590, 700, and 740 to highlight the link between the 
item and the larger research collection. The 590 notes that the item is part of the Archie 
Green collection. The 700 marks Archie Green as the former owner and clicking through 
this field in the online catalog brings the researcher to both the items in the Green 
Collection, as well as any items Green authored or was a part of, but that are not 
necessarily part of the Rare Book Collection holdings. The 740 varying title field links to 
a productive search, pulling up only items in the Rare Book Collection with two 
additional records for the manuscript archival material in the Southern Folklife Collection 
and a collective record for the Rare Book Collection holdings that gives an overarching 
collection description. An 856 is also used in these records to maintain the link between 
the printed and archival materials, showing the complete body of research materials 
collected and produced by Archie Green. 
LEADER 00000cam a2200589Ii 4500  
001    244392412  
003    OCoLC  
005    20170629083702.0  
008    080825s1951    nyuag         001 0 eng    
035    (OCoLC)244392412  
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040    EEM|beng|erda|cEEM|dOCLCA|dOCLCF|dOCLCQ|dNOC  
041    eng|aita  
049    NOCR  
050 1  M1977.L3|bI53 1951  
099  9 Green|a485  
245 00 Everybody sings.  
264  1 New York, N.Y. :|bEducational Department, International  
       Ladies' Garment Worker's Union,|cMarch 1951.  
300    46 pages :|billustrations, music ;|c19 cm  
336    text|btxt|2rdacontent  
337    unmediated|bn|2rdamedia  
338    volume|bnc|2rdacarrier  
500    Cover title.  
500    Without music. Some tune designations given and three  
       songs accompanied by music.  
500    Includes index.  
546    Songs in English. One song in Italian.  
590    RBC Green copy 1: Inscription of John Neuhaus--Cover.  
       Manuscript annotations throughout.  
590    RBC Green copy 2: Imperfect copy. Wanting pages 23-26.  
       Inscription of John Neuhaus--Cover. Some manuscript  
       annotations.  
590    Part of the Archie Green Collection.  
590    For Archie Green's archival materials, see Southern  
       Folklife Collection finding aid #20002.  
610 20 International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union|vSongs and  
       music.  
650  0 Working class|vSongs and music.  
650  0 Labor unions|vSongs and music.  
650  0 Labor movement|vSongs and music.  
650  7 Working class.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01180418  
655  7 Songsters.|2rbgenr  
655  7 Annotations (Provenance)|y20th century.|2rbprov  
655  7 Music.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01423855  
700 1  Green, Archie,|eformer owner (RBC)  
700 1  Neuhaus, John,|eformer owner (RBC)  
710 2  International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.|bEducational 
       Department,|eissuing body.  
740 0  Archie Green Collection.  
856 42 |3Finding aid to the Archie Green archival collection 
       |uhttp://finding-aids.lib.unc.edu/20002/  
915    |9Under Authority Control  
949  1 Green|a485|z099 9|g1|i00049127988|lwcda|njeh cat date 29  
       Jun, 2017|h22|so|t0|u-|wGift of Archie Green; 1989. Jun  
       2017  
949  1 Green|a485|z099 9|g2|i00049127979|lwcda|njeh cat date 29  
       Jun, 2017|h22|so|t0|u-|wGift of Archie Green; 1989. Jun  
       2017  
949  1 Green|a485|z099 9|g3|i00049127853|lwcda|njeh cat date 29  
       Jun, 2017|h22|so|t0|u-|wGift of Archie Green; 1989. Jun  
       2017  
994    C0|bNOC  
Figure 10. MARC record for Everybody sings. Archie Green Collection, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
LEADER 00000cam  2200637Ii 4500  
001    137999968  
003    OCoLC  
005    20170925090321.0  
008    070605s1921    iluac         001 0 eng d  
019    44072366  
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035    (OCoLC)137999968|z(OCoLC)44072366  
040    CFI|beng|erda|cCFI|dCFI|dOCLCF|dOCLCO|dOCLCQ|dNOC  
049    NOCR  
050  4 M1664.L3|bS66 1921  
090    M1977.L3|bS66 1921  
099  9 Green|a440  
245 00 Songs of the workers :|bon the road, in the jungles and in 
       the shops.  
246 3  Industrial Workers of the World songs to fan the flames of 
       discontent  
246 3  Songs of the IWW  
246 3  Songs of the Industrial Workers of the World  
246 3  Songs to fan the flames of discontent  
246 14 I.W.W. songs to fan the flames of discontent  
250    Sixteenth edition.  
264  1 Chicago, Ill., U.S.A. :|bIndustrial Workers of the World, 
       |cAugust, 1921.  
300    64 pages :|b1 illustration, 1 portrait ;|c15 cm  
336    text|btxt|2rdacontent  
337    unmediated|bn|2rdamedia  
338    volume|bnc|2rdacarrier  
500    Without music. Some tune designations given.  
500    Includes index.  
505 0  "Remember" -- Workers of the world, awaken! -- The red  
       flag -- The internationale -- The workers' marseillaise -- 
       I.W.W. prison song -- Harvest war song -- What we want --  
       Workingmen, unite! -- Scissor Bill -- All hell can't stop  
       us! -- The tramp -- Whadda ya want to break your back for  
       the boss for? -- The preacher and the slave -- In memory - 
       - There is power in a union -- The dollar alarm clock --  
       Hold the fort -- Mr. Block -- Farewell, Joe! -- We have  
       fed you all for a thousand years -- The dream of a  
       millionaire -- Solidarity forever! -- The white slave --  
       Overalls and snuff -- Don't take my papa away from me --  
       Dixie -- The message from o'er the sea -- When you wear  
       that button -- Casey Jones--the union scab -- The Everett  
       County jail -- We will sing one song -- We're ready -- The 
       rebel girl -- Wage workers, come join the union -- The  
       parasites -- Up from your knees -- Dump the bosses off  
       your back -- Everybody's joining it! -- John Golden and  
       the Lawrence Strike -- Workers of the world, unite! -- The 
       workers of the world are now awaking -- Paint 'er red --  
       Gone are the days -- Are you a Wobbly? -- May Day song --  
       Where the Fraser River flows -- Onward, "One Big Union!" - 
       - One big industrial union -- Fifty thousand lumberjacks - 
       - Joe Hill's last will -- Workers' memorial song --  
       Farewell, Frank! -- Organize! -- A call to action.  
510 4  Green, A. The big red songbook,|cS  
590    RBC Green copy: Red cover. Autograph of Katie Phar--Front  
       cover. Some manuscript notations. Accompanied by an  
       envelope with Archie Green's notes about the edition.  
590    Part of the Archie Green Collection.  
590    For Archie Green's archival materials, see Southern  
       Folklife Collection finding aid #20002.  
610 20 Industrial Workers of the World|vSongs and music.  
610 27 Industrial Workers of the World.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst00545991 
650  0 Working class|vSongs and music.  
650  0 Labor unions|vSongs and music.  
650  0 Work songs.  
650  7 Labor unions.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst00990260  
650  7 Work songs.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01180333  
650  7 Working class.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01180418  
655  7 Work songs.|2lcgft  
655  7 Songsters.|2rbgenr  
655  7 Autographs (Provenance)|y20th century.|2rbprov  
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655  7 Music.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01423855  
655  7 Texts.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01423705  
700 1  Phar, Katie,|d1899-1943,|eformer owner (RBC)  
700 1  Green, Archie,|eformer owner (RBC)  
710 2  Industrial Workers of the World,|eissuing body.  
740 0  Archie Green Collection.  
856 42 |3Finding aid to the Archie Green archival collection 
       |uhttp://finding-aids.lib.unc.edu/20002/  
949  1 Green|a440|z099 9|g1|i00051609357|lwcda|njeh cat date 25  
       Sep, 2017|h22|so|t0|u-|wGift of Archie Green; 1989. Sep  
       2017  
994    C0|bNOC  
Figure 11. MARC record for Songs of the workers. Archie Green Collection, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
Lisa Unger Baskin Collection 
 The Lisa Unger Baskin Collection was acquired by Duke in 2015, arriving in 
April of that year. The collection consists of over 10,000 print items, of which only about 
25% have been cataloged to date. Baskin’s collection covers a span of over 500 years and 
represents forty-five years of careful collecting on the part of Lisa Unger Baskin.36  
The items in the Baskin Collection are linked to the greater collection in different 
ways. These items use a 700 field noting Baskin as the former owner, much like the 
Green collection. Instead of a 740, however, the Baskin records use a 710 field for a 
corporate body, marking each record with “Lisa Unger Baskin Collection (David M. 
Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library).” Clicking through this field in the online 
catalog brings the researcher quickly to all items cataloged thus far in the Baskin 
collection. In addition, a 541 field notes the method of acquisition (e.g., purchase, gift, or 
loan) and the source, in this case, Lisa Unger Baskin. Two 561 fields are also used to 
again note Baskin as the former owner and the relationship of the item to the Baskin 
Collection, as well as note any other ownership marks on the piece. All of these measures 
                                                
36 “Lisa Unger Baskin Collection,” Duke University Libraries, accessed October 16, 2017, 
https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/bingham/lisa-unger-baskin. 
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are taken in the Baskin Collection records to ensure that the link to the larger collection is 
maintained and that there is no question of provenance. 
FMT BK 
LDR      nam a2200469Ii 4500 
001 008004045 
005 20170831131258.0 
008 170823s1898    enka          000 p eng d 
035 |a 1001574714 
040 |a NDD |b eng |e rda |c NDD 
049 |a NDDP 
050 4 |a PR1205 |b .E645 1898 
24500 |a English Lyrics from Spenser to Milton / |c illustrations by Robert Anning Bell and introduction by John Dennis. 
250 |a This edition on Japanese vellum, is limited to one hundred and twenty-five copies only. 
264 1 |a London : |b George Bell & Sons, York Street, Covent Garden, New York, 66 Fifth Avenue, |c MDCCCXCVIII [1898] 
264 3 |a London : |b Chiswick Press:--Charles Whittingham and Co., Tooks Court, Chancery Lane 
300 |a xv pages, 1 unnumbered page, 222 pages, 2 unnumbered pages : |b illustrations ; |c 23 cm 
336 |a text |b txt |2 rdacontent 
336 |a still image |b sti |2 rdacontent 
337 |a unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia 
338 |a volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier 
500 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: No.77. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Label (likely from exhibition): Modelled in leather by Miss Alice 
Shepherd from a design by H. Granville Fell. |5 NcD 
541 |c Purchase; |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Lisa Unger Baskin; |d 062015 |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Acquired as part of the Lisa Unger Baskin Collection (David M. 
Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library). |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Acquired as part of the Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Former owner: Lisa Unger Baskin. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Inscribed from Leonard to Lisa Baskin. |5 NcD 
563 
|a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Full molded tan calf over boards. Art Nouveau design by H. 
Granville Fell and executed by Alice Shepherd for Cedric Chivers. Single line gilt border; frame 
of one gilt and two blind lines; Centerpiece on front cover depects a nude women with arms 
extended within a frame of foliage, vines, and shrubs; above the women's head and between 
her extended arms is the sun with rays in gilt and birds in flight; spine with title hand molded 
and design of interwined vines, all within single line gilt border; backcover with single line gilt 
border and centerpiece of a shield formed by intertwined vines. Signed on bottom turn-in of 
back cover: Cedric Chivers Bath. 
585 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Exhibited: Louisian Purchase Expedition (St. Louis World's Fair), 
1904, by Cedric Chivers. |5 NcD 
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650 0 |a English poetry |y Early modern, 1500-1700. 
655 7 |a Poetry. |2 lcgft 
655 7 |a Japan vellum (Paper) |2 rbpap 
655 7 |a Relief prints. |2 aat 
655 7 |a Calf bindings (Binding) |2 rbbin |5 NcD 
655 7 |a Molded leather bindings (Binding) |2 rbbin |5 NcD 
655 7 |a Art Nouveau. |2 aat |5 NcD 
690 |a Bookbindings by women. 
7001 |a Baskin, Lisa Unger, |e former owner. |5 NcD 
7001 |a Bell, Robert Anning, |d 1863-1933, |e illustrator. 
7001 |a Dennis, John, |d 1825-1911, |e writer of introduction. 
7001 |a Shepherd, Alice |c (Bookbinder), |e binder. |5 NcD 
7001 |a Fell, Herbert Granville, |d 1872- |e binding designer. |5 NcD 
7001 |a Chivers, Cedric, |e contributor. |5 NcD 
7102 |a George Bell & Sons, |e publisher. 
7102 |a Chiswick Press, |e printer. 
7001 |a Baskin, Leonard, |d 1922-2000, |e inscriber. |5 NcD 
7102 |a Lisa Unger Baskin Collection (David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library) |5 NcD 
7102 |a Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture. |5 NcD 
7112 |i Exhbited at: |a Louisiana Purchase Exposition |d (1904 : |c Saint Louis, Mo.) |5 NcD 
752 |a Great Britain |b England |d London. 
994 |a C0 |b NDD 
NEW1 |b 20170823 
NEW2 |a PS |b 20170823 
NEW3 |a SCL |b 20170823 
CID |a LRR15 |b SCL |d 20170823 |e REPLACE |p NONE 
SYS 008004045 
Figure 12. MARC record for English lyrics from Spenser to Milton. Lisa Unger Baskin 
Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
 
FMT BK 
LDR      cam  2200541Ii 4500 
001 007445690 
005 20170511141931.0 
008 940607t18521852nyua          001 0 eng d 
035 |a 30945560 
040 |a NUI |b eng |e rda |c NUI |d OCLCQ |d OCLCO |d OCLCA |d OCLCF |d UAB 
049 |a NDDP 
050 4 |a RC81 |b .L33 1852 
08204 |a 640 
24500 |a Ladies' indispensable assistant : |b being a companion for the sister, mother, and wife, 
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containing more information for the price than any other work upon the subject : here are the 
very best directions for the behavior and etiquette of ladies and gentlemen, ladies' toilette table, 
directions for managing canary birds : also, safe directions for the management of children, 
instructions for ladies under various circumstances : a great variety of valuable recipes, forming 
a complete system of family medicine, thus enabling each person to become his or her own 
physician : to which is added one of the best systems of cookery ever published : many of 
these recipes are entirely new and should be in the possession of every person in the land. 
264 1 |a New-York : |b Published at 128 Nassau-Street, |c 1852. 
264 4 |c copyright 1852 
300 |a 11 unnumbered pages, 8-72 pages, 1 unnumbered page, 8-48 pages, 1 unnumbered page, 122-138 pages : |b illustrations ; |c 22 cm 
336 |a text |b txt |2 rdacontent 
337 |a unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia 
338 |a volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier 
500 |a "Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1852, by E. Hutchinson, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court for the Southern District of New York."--Title page verso. 
500 |a Advertisements, pages 137-138. 
500 |a Includes index. 
5104 |a Lowenstein, E. American cookery (3rd edition), |c 552 
541 |c Purchase; |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Lisa Unger Baskin; |d 062015 |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Acquired as part of the Lisa Unger Baskin Collection (David M. 
Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library). |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Acquired as part of the Sallie Bingham Center for Women's 
History and Culture. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Former owner: Lisa Unger Baskin. |5 NcD 
5831 |a Cataloged |z Rubenstein Library copy 1: Cataloging completed with funds provided by Claire 
Foerster and Daniel Bernstein; |d 2016 |5 NcD 
563 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Original brown cloth binding. |5 NcD 
650 0 |a Medicine, Popular |v Formulae, receipts, prescriptions. 
650 0 |a Cooking, American. 
650 0 |a Home economics. 
650 0 |a Etiquette. 
650 7 |a Cooking. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01754966 
650 7 |a Etiquette. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst00916277 
650 7 |a Home economics. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst00959173 
650 7 |a Medicine, Popular. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01015319 
655 7 |a Cookbooks. |2 lcgft 
655 7 |a Etiquette books |z New York (State) |z New York |y 1852. |2 rbgenr 
690 |a Prescriptive literature. 
7001 |a Baskin, Lisa Unger, |e former owner. |5 NcD 
7102 |a Lisa Unger Baskin Collection (David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library) |5 NcD 
7102 |a Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture. |5 NcD 
7001 |a Hutchinson, E. |q (Enoch), |e copyright holder. 
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77608 |i Online version: |t Ladies' indispensable assistant. |d New-York : [publisher not identified], 1852 |w (OCoLC)873698166 
994 |a C0 |b NDD 
LTI |a LTI 05/24/2017 
NEW1 |b 20160418 
NEW2 |a PS |b 20160418 
NEW3 |a SCL |b 20160418 
CID |a JNT2 |b SCL |d 20160418 |e REPLACE |p PURCHASE 
SYS 007445690 
Figure 13. MARC record for Ladies’ indispensable assistant. Lisa Unger Baskin 
Collection, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
 
Collections of Related Materials 
As Nichols and other scholars have pointed out, oftentimes scholars are looking 
for a body of work or a genre for research, rather than a specific title. Many rare book 
collections hold these types of collections, but in order for researchers to access them, 
there must be a way to describe both the individual item, as well as the whole collection. 
This section will consider two such collections: the incunabula collection at UNC and the 
collection of artists’ books by women at Duke. Both of these collections hold items that 
have a high research value on their own, but also a significant research value as a 
collection. By looking at the methods of cataloging for these types of materials, greater 
insight will be gained into how these types of collections are described and made 
accessible. 
Incunabula 
 The Rare Book Collection at UNC holds over 700 incunabula with varied 
provenance collected over a number of years. The Incunabula Collection has its 
beginnings with the 1929 purchase of the library of the Reverend Aaron Burtis Hunter. 
His large original collection became the cornerstone of the Incunabula Collection at UNC 
and as more early printed books are acquired, the collection grows, evolving into a rich 
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research body for any scholar interested in early printing. These examples of the earliest 
years of printing have a high research value as individual items, but also as a body of 
works exemplifying this printing period. A researcher interested in the period of printing 
may wish to examine many examples of incunabula, and searching title-by-title would be 
time-consuming and likely fruitless given the large number of incunabula in existence. 
The MARC records from this collection record both the attributes of the individual 
works, as well as allow for linking to the collective research body of incunabula in UNC 
holdings. The manner in which this linking is done can be understood by looking more 
closely at a sample of records from the collection. This section will consider two 
examples in detail to understand how this archival aspect—the shared form of the 
incunabula—is portrayed in MARC. 
 The two records to be considered are for a 1499 edition of the Hypnerotomachia 
Poliphili and a 1498 edition of Die var Nachuolgung Christi. 
LEADER 00000nam  2200325I  4500  
001    8922460  
005    20031030120754.0  
008    821104s1499    it a          000 1 itad   
010       48040450  
040    DLC|cIXA|dIXA|dNOC  
050 0  Incun.|b1499 .C6  
100 1  Colonna, Francesco,|d-1527.  
245 10 Hypnerotomachia Poliphili.  
260    Venice,|bAldus Manutius, Romanus,|cDec. 1499.  
300    [234] l.|bwoodcuts: illus.|cf⁰. 29 cm.  
500    Leaf [1a] (t.-p.): Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, vbi hvmana  
       omnia non nisi somnivm esse docet ...  
500    Woodcuts on leaves [10b] and [21a] signed: b.  
500    Name of author given in acrostic formed by the first  
       letters of the chapters.  
500    Hain. Repertorium (with Copinger's Supplement) *5501.  
       Gesamtkat. d. Wiegendr., 7223; BMC V 561; Goff C-767.  
500    Printed at the expenses of L. Crassus, whose letter, along 
       with verses by Scytha and Marc Brixianus, precedes the  
       text.  
500    Ascription to Colonna questioned.  
500    The woodcuts are said to have inspired a number of later  
       artists.  
500    Leaf 5a without alterations shown in BMC, GW.  
590    RBC Incunabula 399.7 superv'd c.1: Repaired. Leaf 3 on  
       stub, verso forward. Book-plate of John Camp Williams. In  
       royal gold-tooled vellum binding.  
590    Part of the Incunabula.  
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740 0  Incunabula.  
907    .b43746032  
915    |9Baseline 9_2013|9Under Authority Control  
919    590 touched / wkg  
935    BIJ-9830  
Figure 14. MARC record for Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Incunabula, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
LEADER 00000cam a2200385Ka 4500  
001    17428598  
005    20031016074310.0  
008    880203s1498    gw            000 0 ger d  
040    ISB|cISB|dOCL|dOCLCQ|dNOC  
041 1  ger|hlat  
130 0  Imitatio Christi.|lGerman.  
245 14 Die var Nachuolgung Cristi.  
260    Augsburg :|bJohann Schönsperger,|c26 July 1498.  
300    144 leaves ;|c19 cm. (4to)  
500    Gift of the Rev. Aaron Burtis Hunter 1932.  
500    Commonly attributed to Thomas à Kempis.  
500    Woodcut capitals. C erroneously used for D, leaf 112  
       recto. Errors in foliation.  
500    The text is ascribed to Thomas a Kempis.  
510 4  Goff|cI-42  
510 4  Hain|c9118*  
510 4  Polain (B)|c2071  
510 4  Schr|c5348  
590    RBC Incunabula 113 c.1: Imperfect: lacks t.-p., with  
       woodcut. leaf 4. A few leaves mutilated. In 18th-century  
       sheepskin over pasteboard, spine stamped and gilded. From  
       the lib. of the Rev. Aaron Burtis Hunter.  
590    Part of the Incunabula.  
700 0  Thomas,|cà Kempis,|d1380-1471.  
700 1  Schönsperger, Johann,|d-1520?,|eprinter.  
730 0  Wahre Nachfolgung Christi.  
740 0  Incunabula.  
907    .b43728364  
915    |9Baseline 09_2013|9Under Authority Control  
919    590 touched / wkg  
935    BIJ-5964  
Figure 15. MARC record for Die var Nachuolgung Cristi. Incunabula, Rare Book 
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
In both of these records, a local note (590) is used to describe the attributes of the piece in 
hand and a second 590 is used to denote the status of the piece as belonging to the 
Incunabula collection. In addition to this, a 740 field for varying title is used, also noting 
the greater research body of the Incunabula collection. While the 740 is indexed in the 
UNC catalog, clicking through the varying title pulls together any item with the term 
“incunabula” in its title, giving significantly more results than actual incunabula held. 
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The use of a local call number system with “Incunabula” as the first field allows for all of 
the items within the collection to be gathered together through a call number search in the 
local catalog. 
Artists’ Books by Women 
Duke University has been collecting artists’ books by women since 1998 and 
currently holds 496 volumes in this genre, and more than 350 of these items were 
collected by the Sallie Bingham Center for Women’s History and Culture at Duke.37 The 
materials have been acquired over time and because of the nature of the items, often lack 
typical bibliographic information that allow them to be easily found and identified. They 
are also often printed in small runs and by small publishers, which makes it hard for 
researchers to know what titles and authors to look for when trying to find this type of 
material. A further difficulty in identifying these materials lies in the fact that the 
materials have been collected by different collecting bodies within the Rubenstein, so a 
search cannot be confined to a particular collection lest it miss other important works 
within the genre. Examining the MARC records for a collection like this reveals much 
about how MARC is being used to make related materials findable as collections without 
the use of a finding aid. This section will examine two examples of MARC records for 
artists’ books by women in order to see how these materials are described in relation to 
their shared form of being an artist’s book made by a woman. 
The first example is a record for Sara E. White’s 2016 piece titled Riverine. The 
second is for Wendy Fernstrum’s 2009 Clutter/free.  
FMT BK 
                                                
37 “Artists' Books by Women: Getting Started,” Duke University Libraries, accessed October 15, 2017, 
https://guides.library.duke.edu/bookarts. 
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LDR      cam  2200613Ii 4500 
001 007706373 
005 20170417160810.0 
008 161028s2016    alua          000 0 eng d 
035 |a 961353615 
040 |a TJC |b eng |e rda |c TJC |d OCLCF |d WAU 
043 |a n-us-la 
049 |a NDDP 
050 4 |a N7433.4.W515 |b R58 2016 
1001 |a White, Sara E. |q (Sara Elizabeth), |d 1985- |e book artist. 
24510 |a Riverine / |c Sara White. 
264 1 |a Tuscaloosa, Alabama : |b Alluvium Press, |c 2016. 
300 |a 1 volume (unpaged) : |b color illustrations ; |c 21 x 10 cm 
336 |a text |b txt |2 rdacontent 
336 |a still image |b sti |2 rdacontent 
337 |a unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia 
338 |a volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier 
500 |a "This book is dedicated to batture dwellers: to all who live fluidly with awareness and care for 
the shifting ground beneath our feet"--Inside of chemise. 
500 
|a "The photographs in this book were originally printed in These Were Our Homes, a pamphlet 
written and compiled by Elizabeth Cousins Rogers in New Orleans, 1954, in an effort to 
publicize the unjust destruction of homes along the batture. Much of the information in Riverine 
came from the Batture Dwellers Association Records 1949-1958, Howard Tilton Memorial 
Library Special Collections, Tulane University"--Inside of chemise. 
500 |a Limited edition of 35 copies. 
500 
|a "[L]etterpress printed and bound ... during an artist's residency at Small Craft Advisory Press 
in Tallahassee, Florida by Sara White, MFA candidate in Book Arts at the University of 
Alabama, Tuscaloosa"--Colophon. 
500 
|a Artist's statement: "RIVERINE is an artist's book and fragmented essay about a riparian 
landscape in New Orleans, LA called the 'batture.' Accompanied by letterpress printed imagery 
and textures of industrial structures and nature that inhabit this landscape located between the 
man-made levee and Mississippi River along the margins of the city, the book's text shifts and 
flows with each page-turn. It pays homage to communities that have existed on the batture in 
homes on stilts throughout history and the liminal experience of living in a place that is neither 
water nor solid ground, undefinable and always changing"--Vamp and Tramp Booksellers 
website, viewed October 28, 2016. 
500 
|a Six-panel accordion-folded book with sewn gatherings in valleys of 4 folds. Printed 8-color 
letterpress on handmade cotton/abaca paper. Laid in letterpress printed chemise of cloth over 
boards. Issued in slipcase. 
500 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Number 11 of 35. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein copy 1: Acquired as part of the Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and 
Culture. |5 NcD 
561 |a Rubenstein Library copy 1: Acquired as part of the George Washington Flowers Collection of 
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Southern Americana. |5 NcD 
651 0 |a New Orleans Batture (La.) |x History. 
690 |a Artists' books by women. 
651 0 |a New Orleans Batture (La.) |v In art. 
650 0 |a Landscapes in art. 
650 0 |a Artists' books |v Specimens. 
650 7 |a Artists' books. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst00817660 
650 7 |a Landscapes in art. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01899801 
651 7 |a Louisiana |z New Orleans Batture. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01271260 
651 7 |a United States. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01204155 
655 7 |a Artists' books. |2 rbgenr 
655 7 |a Art. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01423702 
655 7 |a History. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01411628 
655 7 |a Specimens. |2 fast |0 (OCoLC)fst01423861 
655 7 |a Accordion fold format. |2 rbgenr 
655 7 |a Folded books. |2 aat 
7102 |a Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture. |5 NcD 
7102 |a George Washington Flowers Collection of Southern Americana. |5 NcD 
70012 |i Container of (work): |a Rogers, Elizabeth Cousins. |t These were our homes. |k Selections. 
79623 |a Flowers |e donor. |x Gift of |z Gift of the George Washington Flowers Endowment Fund 
71022 |i Container of (work): |a Batture Dwellers Association (New Orleans, La.). |t Batture Dwellers 
Association records. |k Selections. 
7102 |a Alluvium Press, |e publisher. 
7102 |a Small Craft Advisory Press. 
7102 |a University of Alabama. |b Book Arts Program. 
LTI |a LTI 05/24/2017 
OCL |a NDD |b 20170423 
NEW1 |b 20170417 
NEW2 |a PS |b 20170417 
NEW3 |a SCL |b 20170417 
CID |a JNT2 |b SCL |d 20170417 |e COPY |p NONE 
SYS 007706373 
Figure 16. MARC record for Sara E. White’s Riverine. Sallie Bingham Center for 
Women’s History and Culture, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, 
Duke University. 
 
FMT BK 
LDR      cam  2200373Ii 4500 
001 004344757 
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005 20150831105111.0 
008 120808s2009    mnu           000 0 eng d 
035 |a 805393594 
040 |a MHS |b eng |e rda |c MHS |d OCLCF 
049 |a NDDP 
090 |a N7433.4.F47 |b C58 2009 
1001 |a Fernstrum, Wendy A., |e artist. 
24510 |a Clutter/free. 
2463 |a Free/clutter 
264 1 |a Minnesota : |b Fernwerks, |c 2009. 
300 |a 1 volume (18 unnumbered leaves) ; |c 18 x 26 cm + |e approximately 45 assorted household 
objects, in box 18 x 26 x 10 cm 
336 |a text |b txt |2 rdacontent 
336 |a three-dimensional form |b tdf |2 rdacontent 
337 |a unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia 
338 |a volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier 
338 |a object |b nr |2 rdacarrier 
500 |a Title from box cover. 
500 |a Publishing information from colophon. 
500 |a “Written, designed, printed and bound by Wendy Fernstrum of Fernwerks… printed on a 
Vandercook #4 at Minnesota Center for Book Arts”—Colophon. 
500 
|a To read “Clutter,” you’ll need to dig through the clutter to find the sequenced text. Some 
clues: look inside the Altoids box. Read the label on the vial. Look at the other side of the 
photograph. The narrative starts with #1 (naturally) and ends with #16—Artist’s website. 
500 
|a “Clutter/Free” explores the tension between wanting to live more simply, free of clutter, and 
being unable to throw away the things that seem to give our life meaning. At what point do our 
belongings prevent us from living fully? And how much stuff do we really need before we can 
feel fulfilled?—Artist’s website. 
500 
|a “Clutter/Free” is a 42odified dos-a-dos, meaning two books in one. One side of the box 
opens to a screwpost-bound book titled “Free,” sitting in a tray. Beneath the tray and on the 
other side of the box is a drawer filled with clutter. Embedded in the clutter is the narrative of a 
character entrapped by clutter. “Clutter/Free” is an edition of 25, and all of the clutter in the 
drawers is identical throughout the edition—Artist’s website. 
650 0 |a Artists’ books |z Minnesota |v Specimens. 
650 0 |a Orderliness. 
655 7 |a Artists’ books |z Minnesota |y 2009. |2 aat 
690 |a Artists’ books by women. 
7102 |a Fernwerks (Firm), |e publisher. 
LTI |a LTI 10/08/2013 
OCL |a NDD |b 20150913 
NEW1 |b 20150910 
NEW2 |a PS |b 20150910 
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NEW3 |a SCL |b 20150910 
CID |a JNT2 |b SCL |d 20150831 |e REPLACE |p PURCHASE 
SYS 004344757 
Figure 17. MARC record for Wendy Fernstrum’s Clutter/free. David M. Rubenstein Rare 
Book & Manuscript Library, Duke University. 
 
These records rely heavily on 500 notes to describe unique features and sources about the 
work. These notes describe the piece, its small run, pulls information from the 
bookseller’s website about the piece, and provides other information that may be 
otherwise useful to a patron doing keyword searching. The record for White’s piece uses 
a 561 and 710 to link it to the wider research body of materials related to women’s 
history and culture collected by the Sallie Bingham Center at Duke. Both records make 
use of 650 and 655 fields for the form “artists’ books,” but this does not quite get at the 
more specific unifying feature of this collection: these are artists’ books by women. In 
order to make these works accessible for research on this particular genre, a 690 local 
subject field has been created for “Artists’ books by women,” and all materials that fall 
into this collection share this unique local subject. This allows for the records to be united 
quickly for research on the collection as a whole, regardless of collecting body. 
 
Discussion of Results 
 As the in-depth examination of the individual MARC records has shown, there 
are a number of ways MARC can be used to describe archival elements in a collection of 
materials. These methods vary according to practices at time of cataloging, local 
practices, and type of collection. By comparing the results from the body of MARC 
records examined at random from each collection (160 records in total) to Nicholson’s 
survey results on personal libraries, it will become clear what fields are often used in 
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conjunction with one another and what fields may be used that fell under the umbrella of 
“other” in the survey. This builds upon Nicholson’s work by looking at a wider range of 
“archival” collections and considering the specific MARC fields used in the various 
instances. 
 Figure 18 shows the MARC fields used to describe archival elements in the 
collections at hand. Some fields were used multiple times in the same record (e.g., a 590 
for description of archival elements such as annotations or bookplates and a 590 for a 
collection name), but were only counted once. Nicholson’s survey results included data 
for most, but not all of these fields. His data considered the following fields: 561, 590, 
655, 690, 700, 710, 790, and a section for “other” to denote fields not listed here.38  
MARC field Use for archival elements in collections 
considered 
099 Local call number with collection name 
541 Notes source of acquisition 
561 Notes ownership (marks) and custodial 
history 
583 Notes action (former call number before 
move to LC classification; source of 
cataloging funding, etc.) 
590 Local note for physical description, 
collection name, etc. 
655 RBMS or AAT index terms for archival 
elements (e.g., bookplates, annotations) 
690 Local subject entry 
700 Name of former owner 
710 Library or collection name 
740 Uncontrolled entry for collection name 
Figure 18. MARC fields used at Duke and UNC to describe archival elements. 
Figure 19 shows the data gathered from the complete corpus of MARC records and 
shows what percentage of records in a given collection used which fields to describe 
certain archival elements. According to Nicholson’s research, 84.8% of libraries surveyed 
                                                
38 Nicholson, “Making Personal Libraries More Public,” 117. 
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used a 590 note to describe archival elements in personal libraries, while only 30.3% used 
a 561 field to record some of these attributes. His survey also revealed a limited use of 
655 fields (36.4% of libraries surveyed), as well as of 700 fields for former owners 
(39.4%) and 710s for collection names (18.2%). Nicholson’s survey found that no 
libraries made use of the 690 field for the library name.39 While Nicholson’s survey 
really only focuses on the personal libraries of creative writers at ARL institutions, it 
nonetheless provides an interesting foray into how MARC is used to describe archival 
elements of rare book collections. Many of its findings carry over to the other two types 
of archival rare book collections (personal (research) collections and collections of 
related materials). Looking more closely at the examples from Duke and UNC, it 
becomes clear how these elements have been marked in both legacy and current practice, 
as well as how this varies across the different types of archival collections. 
MARC 
field 
Hayne Dawson Percy Lewis Baskin Green Incunabula Artists’ 
books  
099 65% 15% 100% -- -- 100% 100% -- 
541 -- -- -- -- 100% -- -- -- 
561 -- -- -- -- 100% -- -- 90% 
583 100% 100% -- -- -- -- -- -- 
590 -- -- 100% 100% -- 100% 100% -- 
655 -- -- -- -- -- 20% -- -- 
690 100% 80% -- -- 15% -- -- 100% 
700 -- -- -- -- 100% 100% -- -- 
710 -- -- -- -- 100% -- -- 90% 
740 -- -- 100% 100% -- 100% 100% -- 
Figure 19. MARC fields used for each archival rare book collection and percentage of 
records in each collection that used these fields. 
 
 For the personal libraries of creative writers, the legacy cataloging of Duke 
University (Hayne, Dawson) is particularly interesting. Both of these collections used a 
690 field to denote former ownership and former ownership marks (e.g., bookplates). 
                                                
39 Ibid. 
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Because the Rubenstein recently transitioned all holdings to LC classification, the 583 
field for former local call number is crucial for maintaining a link to all items 
collectively, as the 690 and 099 fields were relatively unreliable, particularly in the 
Hayne collection where many items did not contain ownership marks such as autographs 
or bookplates and were impossible to identify without the library checklist. The libraries 
held at UNC use an OPAC location for both Lewis and Percy materials to help link the 
items, despite the fact that Percy uses a local call number system and Lewis uses LC 
classification. Both UNC collections make high and constant use of the 590 fields for 
both describing archival elements (e.g., annotations, bookplates, autographs, etc.) and 
collection name, as well as 740 fields for collection name as well. 
 For personal (research) libraries, practices are somewhat different, likely because 
the Baskin materials at Duke and the Green materials at UNC have been recently 
cataloged (and some are still in the cataloging process. Duke uses two fields to denote 
very specific archival elements (541, 561), while UNC combines the information in these 
fields in the 590. Nicholson’s survey showed a tendency towards 590 fields for these 
elements with a much lower usage of 561 fields. Because this type of collection is built 
more around topic than an engagement with materials, they exhibit less annotations and 
ownership marks overall, leading to lower percentages of records with 655 fields for 
these elements. Both collections made use of 700 fields for former owners (Lisa Unger 
Baskin and Archie Green), and used a field for a collection title (710 at Duke; 740 at 
UNC). 
 The collections of related material at UNC and Duke relied on different fields to 
note the presence of a larger research corpus. The Incunabula at UNC use a 590/740 
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combination for the collection title, in addition to a local call number system. The 
collection of artists’ books by women relies most heavily on a 690 local subject to unite 
all items in this genre across collecting bodies (Sallie Bingham Center, Archive for 
Human Rights, etc.). These materials are different because they are not able to be united 
by a former owner, but rather by a form or genre, making it more difficult to describe the 
link of the individual pieces to the greater collection of materials. 
Conclusion and Further Research 
This paper has considered three different types of archival collections: 1) personal 
libraries of creative writers; 2) personal (research) collections; and 3) collections of 
related materials at two ARL institutions, Duke University and the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. In doing so, it has shown how MARC has been used to describe 
collections of rare books with archival elements. It has also compared this to recent 
research and built upon this research, showing the exact usage of MARC in these three 
specific instances over various periods of cataloging practice. This is particularly helpful 
when considering how to make these types of materials discoverable and accessible to 
patrons, especially with the rise in scholarship interested in broader understandings of 
materials, rather than just in singular items.  
While this study limited itself to two institutions, much is to be gained through 
this close examination. Two subsequent steps to build upon this research are worthy of 
later pursuit. The first would be to examine MARC data from more ARL institutions, 
possibly even considering private libraries and libraries worldwide to grasp the full extent 
of how MARC is being used to describe these types of materials. The second would be a 
 48 
user-centered study of how patrons are looking for these types of materials and a study of 
how effective these MARC fields are in helping them identify these materials. 
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